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Software Engineering Principles
The Underpinnings of Object-Oriented

Software
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Goals of Software Engineering

• O. T. Ross, J. B. Goodenough, and C. A. Irvine (1975)
[as quoted by Booch], say:
   "Four properties that are sufficiently general to be accepted as

goals for the entire discipline of software engineering are
modifiability, efficiency, reliability, and understandability."
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Goals of Software Engineering

• Meyer (1988) lists five major external quality factors:
– Correctness -- the ability of software to exactly perform its tasks, as

defined by the requirements and specification.
– Robustness -- the ability of software to function even in abnormal

conditions.
– Extendability -- the ease with which software may be adapted to changes

of specification.
– Reusability -- the ability of software to be reused, in whole or in part, for

new applications.
– Compatibility -- the ease with which software may be combined with

other software.
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Goals of Software Engineering

• Meyer also lists five other qualities:
– Efficiency -- good use of available resources, both in space and time.
– Portability -- the ease with which software may be transferred to various hardware

and software environments.
– Verifiability -- the ease of preparing acceptance procedures for use during

validation and operation.
– Integrity -- the ability of software to protect its various components against

unauthorized access and modification.
– Ease of Use -- the ease of learning how to use software,   operate it, prepare input

data, interpret results, recover from usage errors.
• NOTE: Ease of Use and Ease of learning are not the same thing;

indeed, they can be conflicting goals!
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Problems in Software Engineering

• Coping with Complexity
• Coping with Change
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Coping with Complexity
• Global complexity: all details of the complete system

– Assuming that the problem is correctly stated, can't be reduced
• Model and Modeling complexity:

– solution model has its own set of details
– process of modeling adds conversion details
– reduce by choosing 'right' model for problem

• Local complexity: all details in a localized scope
– limit to brain's ability to cope: 7 plus or minus 2
– reduce by decomposition
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Coping with Change
• Change is inevitable:

– specification changes as design evolves and more information becomes
available.

– requirements change (tax laws change, business climates change,
companies get taken over, etc.)

– systems evolve
– attempt to reduce the cost of change

• Many design methodologies attempt to prevent change:
– design systems not based on change
– initial specification is cast in stone
– any change is made expensive
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Coping with Change
• Systems have been (artificially) divided into 'process' and 'data':

– process: actions that the system must perform
– data: manipulated by the processes

• Often very different analytical approaches are used
– different teams, methodologies, diagrams, etc.
– naive hope that everything will fit
– makes change even more difficult
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The Principles of Software Engineering
• In order to achieve these goals, we must apply sound engineering

principles [Booch]:
• Abstraction
• Information hiding
• Modularity
• Localization
• Uniformity
• Completeness
• Confirmability
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Abstraction
• Fundamental principle for managing complexity.
• Not a new concept;  we apply it in everything we do.
• The essence of abstraction is to extract essential properties while

omitting inessential details.
• Typically, we have several levels of abstraction;  as we decompose our

solution into its component parts, each module in the decomposition
becomes a part of the abstraction at a given level.

• May apply abstraction to both the data and algorithms.
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Abstraction
• Example: Viewing physical disk drive

from several viewpoints:
– Physical device requiring control and data

signals (lowest level)
– Collection of addressable bits of storage
– Mass storage organized by tracks and

sectors
– Collection of logical files
– Persistent storage of data (relational

database, for example)

• Each level of abstraction will identify:
– abstract data types:

• disk sector
• file
• table
• row, etc...

– operations:
• read sector
• write sector
• open file
• close file
• read file
• write file
• select rows from table
• insert rows into table, etc...
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Information Hiding
• All information should be private unless it is specifically declared

public. [Meyer]
– Purpose is to make inaccessible certain details that should not

affect other parts of a system.
– Prevents programmers from violating our logical abstractions.
– Suppresses knowledge of how an object or operation is

implemented, and focuses attention on the higher abstraction
(what).

• Changes in implementation details of lower-level abstractions should
not affect higher level abstraction implementation
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Information Hiding

• Example: Physical disk device:
– Changing disk drives to obtain more storage capacity should not

change our view of files and stored data
– Changing sector sizes and number of tracks should not change our

view of files and stored data
– Changing how table data is stored in files should not change our

view of the tables and operations on those tables.
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Abstraction and Information Hiding

• Benefits gained from applying abstraction and information
hiding apply to virtually all goals of software engineering:
– aids in maintainability and understandability by reducing the

details a developer needs to know at a given level
– enhances reliability when, at each level of abstraction, we permit

only certain operations and prevent operations that violate our
logical view at that level
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Modularity
• How the structure of an object can make the attainment of some purpose easier
• If we use a top-down software design method, we typically decompose each

successive level into different functional modules.
– generally, higher-level modules relate to our high-level abstractions
– higher-level modules will specify what action is taken
– lower-level modules will define how the action is carried out

• If we use bottom-up design, the same properties apply at each level, but we
compose from low-level modules to increasingly more complex ones.
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Modularity
• Modularity means:

– decomposition (top-down)
• less likely to produce reusable software

– composition (bottom-up)
• more likely to produce reusable software

– continuity (small changes in the specification lead to small changes in the modules)
• top-down design is not very continuous
• bottom-up design is more continuous

– protection (Abnormal conditions don't propagate far)
• preferably confined to one module or even a component of a module

– 'open' and 'closed'
• 'open' means still available for extension
• 'closed' means other modules can depend on it
• coping with change requires modules that are both 'open' and 'closed' simultaneously!
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Localization
• Coupling: a measure of the strength of interconnection among modules
• Cohesion: how tightly bound or related a module's internal elements are to one

another
• Ideally, we wish to :

– minimize coupling, so that we can treat each module as independent of the others
– maximize cohesion, so that the components of a module are functionally and

logically dependent
• We use the principles:

– information hiding
– weak coupling and few interfaces
– explicit interfaces

• Localization helps us create modules that exhibit loose coupling and strong
cohesion

– primarily concerned with physical proximity
– ideally, want to collect logically related things in one physical module
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Modularity and Localization

• The principles of modularity and localization directly support modifiability,
reliability, and understandability.

• A well-structured system helps us:
– understand each module independently of other modules
– limit the effects of a modification to a small set of modules
– enhance reliability by limiting the interconnections among modules
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Modularity of Existing Mechanisms
• Global data

– accessable by all modules even if they don't need it
– greater scope for error
– violates explicit interfaces, weak coupling, and information hiding
– nested scoping (Pascal, etc.) is a form of global data;  outer level objects are visible from inner

levels

• Using symbolic names instead of explicit constants
– #define in C (limited)
– const in Pascal, C, C++, etc.
– improves continuity

• Subroutine libraries
– helps composition
– typically, some information (such as the algorithms) is hidden, but often not the data structures
– helps open and closed; more routines can be added to the set
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Uniformity, Completeness, and
Confirmability

• Abstraction and modularity are the most important principles, but they are not
sufficient, because they do not ensure that we produce consistent or correct
systems.

• Uniformity: modules use a consistent notation and are free from unnecessary
differences.

– generally results from a good coding style, consistent control structures and calling
sequences, and the same representation of  logically related objects at each level

– supports the goal of understandability
• Completeness: ensures that all essential details are present.
• Confirmability: ensures that the system may be readily tested.
• Completeness and Confirmability:

– usually require the application of software management tools
– support the goals of reliability, efficiency, and modifiability


